Adjuvant radiation therapy after breast-conserving surgery in elderly women with early-stage breast cancer: controversy or consensus?
Breast-conservation therapy (BCT), which consists of breast-conserving surgery (BCS) and postoperative radiation therapy (RT), provides similar levels of local control and survival compared with mastectomy. Although the incidence of breast cancer increases with age and the proportion of elderly women in the population continues to increase, clinical trials of BCT have included few women aged > or = 65 years, limiting the ability to establish clear consensus regarding optimal therapy in this population. This article examines the literature on BCT in elderly women with early-stage breast cancer. A systematic search of the Medline and CancerLit databases was conducted to identify articles specifically addressing BCT in elderly women. The outcomes evaluated were local control, disease-free survival, overall survival, and treatment-related toxicities. The lack of consensus in breast-conservation management in elderly patients is highlighted by a paucity of prospective data and numerous retrospective series reporting diverse treatment approaches with conflicting results. The available evidence from BCT trials with and without age subgroup analyses support BCS with postoperative RT as the standard approach associated with the most favorable local control outcomes. A low-risk subset of patients in whom RT may be omitted without compromising local control remains to be defined. Despite these findings, the use of standard therapy significantly decreases with advancing patient age. Although data specifically addressing BCT in elderly patients are limited, age should not preclude consideration of standard treatment strategies to optimize local disease control. Modern clinical trials with representative samples of elderly patients evaluating cancer recurrence and survival as well as functional and quality-of-life outcomes are needed to define optimal breast-conservation management for this important patient population.